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type was published In N.S. XIII, § 78- All the other known Issues are represented here. The rupees of 'Alamglr II are of a couplet type—see Coin No. 2764.
BANARAS (MCJHAMMADABAD) Lat. 25° 18'       Long. 83° 3'
a.        b.      "o.
Muhammad Shah	—	6	—-
Alimad Shah	—	7	—
'HamgirH	—	11	—
Shah'Ilamll	—	90
The Banaras mint, with Its epithet of Muhainmadabad, first appears in the reign of Muhammad Shah, after whom It was called. The earliest recorded date Is a.h. 1145—I. M. Oat., Coin No. 1958. The entire mint-name Is at the top of the reverse Inscription, but In 1146 the type was changed, M j+s? forming the top line, and u^ta the bottom line of the legend, and so remained till the end of the series.
A lucid account of the history of the Banaras mint is given In Mr. H. Nelson Wright's Introduction to the L M. Cat, Vol. III. Down to the year a.h. 1179, or soon after the Battle of Baksar, In a. d. 1764, the coins were of the normal Mughal types, and issued with regularity.
In a.h. 1189 proprietary rights in the Banaras District were ceded to the British, but the mint was probably not taken over for another six years. Few coins are known of the period between 1179 and 1189; No. 3916 is a rupee of 1189,16 E. The rupees of 1190 to 1192 record only the seventeenth regnal year, while those from 1193 to the year of Shah 'Alam II's death contain the regnal year 17, which remains invariable, and in addition there is a regnal year agreeing as usual with the Hijr% date. This series Is well represented In this Collection—Coins Nos. 2920 to 2965. It will be noticed that although Shah 'Alam II died in 1221, the '17 san' series proceeds to a.h. 1229, but both regnal years now remain, invariable, 17 and 49, Mr. Nelson Wright 'remarks that the number 17 has been considered to refer to the accession of Asafu-d~daula as Nawab of Oudh.
There is another series of Banaras coins exemplified in Nos. 2966 to 2996, on which the regnal year is invariably 26. The Mijr% years on specimens In this Collection run from 1208 to 1284 Mr. Nelson Wright has suggested that the S17 son* series was struck by the British for use In their own possessions, while the * 26 • saw, * rupees were issued by them for circulation in the Nawab Vazufc territory.

